Radiotherapy (RT) has been part of oncological treatment since 1899 and is currently used with more than 50% of all patients. Breast, lung, esophagus, and lymphoma tumors are commonly submitted to RT treatment, showing improvements in the total survival and freedom from diseases. By contrast, when including mediastinal structures, such as the heart and blood vessels, in 10% to 30% of the patients, adverse cardiovascular events were observed after 5 to 10 years, defined as Radiation-Induced Heart Disease (RIHD).2,3

The RIHD spectrum includes pericardial diseases, coronary artery disease, valvar heart disease, cardiomyopathy, as well as conduction abnormality and dysautonomia, leading to an increase in the cardiovascular morbidity and mortality of the survivors.4

High-risk patients were those submitted to anterior chest RT, whose therapeutic planning involves the heart and the presence of one or more factors related to the patient, such as a person under 50 years of age, previous cardiovascular disease, cardiovascular risk factors, a tumor located close the heart, and factors related to the treatment itself, including total accumulated dose (> 30 Gy), total dose upon the heart (increase in cardiovascular risk from 1.5% to 7% for each 1 Gy), association with anthracyclines and the absence of cardioprotection.2,5

Ionizing radiation can damage all heart tissues and be responsible for micro and macrovascular lesions. The loss of endothelial cells, inflammatory response, and vascular lesion were detected early on, resulting in capillary rarefaction with a consequent ischemia, fibrosis, and systolic and diastolic dysfunctions. The macrovascular lesion appears through accelerated atherosclerosis, with endothelial dysfunction, macrophagic infiltration, inflammation, and intraplaque hemorrhage, which makes it more prone to rupture.2

The pre-RT evaluation should include, in addition to the anamnesis and physical exam, the multimodality of imaging exams in the study of the pre-existing cardiovascular disease. In the staging or therapeutic planning, a chest computed tomography (CT) is commonly taken, in which one can evaluate the presence of coronary calcification. The identification of this shows a good correlation with research dedicated to the study of calcium scores and to the stratification of the cardiovascular risk.6 The transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) should be considered in all patients to evaluate the ventricular dysfunction and to study the valvar and pericardial heart disease. Whenever possible, medical professionals should evaluate myocardial deformities by means of the global longitudinal strain.4

The presence of cardiovascular risk and coronary disease in women with breast cancer submitted to RT was associated with a 2-fold and 6-fold higher risk, respectively, of severe cardiovascular events during follow-up.6 One study, conducted with patients with atherosclerotic plaque in the anterior descending artery, demonstrated that, when submitted to RT (average dose applied to the left ventricle > 5 Gy), the patients presented a high risk of cardiovascular events after an average follow-up of 9 years.3 All of the patients identified as high risk prior to RT should be treated according to the cardiovascular prevention and treatment guidelines.

Faced with the high risk of RIHD, a wide range of imaging exams can be used for follow-up and diagnosis of cardiotoxicity. The choice for complementary exams will depend on the experience of each center and of the individual characteristics of the patient, such as comorbidities, RT characteristics, association or not with anthracycline, and the emergence of symptoms.

In the majority of asymptomatic cases, the TTE is recommended to evaluate abnormalities, in addition to the study of ischemia after 5 to 10 years and every 5 years thereafter. In patients considered to be of high risk, an earlier evaluation is recommended, between 6 and 24 months after the end of RT.7 More recently, the evaluation of non-obstructive coronary artery disease by coronary CT angiography enabled the early implementation of preventive pharmacological measures, such as the use of statins.1 In symptomatic patients, medical exams should follow the recommendation set forth in the guidelines for each pathology.

The TTE (Figure 1), as it is a widely available method that is non-invasive and does not use ionizing radiation, has quickly become the first option for port-RT patient follow-up. The use of diverse modalities and resources, such as the M mode, Doppler 2D and 3D, ultrasound contrast, stress echocardiography, and transesophageal echocardiography, enables the detection of critical structural and functional changes in the diagnosis of RIHD. The reduction of the global longitudinal strain in the segment exposed to RT (Figure 1.C) can be observed early and present a subclinical dysfunction with a worse diagnosis.1,8,9 The appearance of a pericardial stroke (Figure 1.B) a few weeks after the end of RT was significantly diminished after the reduction in the total dose in more modern protocols; however, 10% to 20% of the cases can evolve into chronic and constrictive forms after 20 years. The findings that suggest constrictive
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The more common findings in the myocardial dysfunction are the change in the segmental contractility (normally on the lower wall), general hypokinesia, and signs of diastolic dysfunction. Changes in the segmental contractility are not necessarily related to the presence of coronary artery disease and the added evaluation by means of the stress echocardiogram can aid in the diagnosis. It is important to remember that, to calculate the ejection fraction (EF), if possible, one should use 3D echocardiography, and, if this is not possible, always use the Simpson method in 2D. Despite the importance of EF, both in the diagnosis and in the follow-up of cardiotoxicity, one should not disregard the intraobserver and interobserver variability inherent to the method, as well as the influence of the pre-load and post-load. The subclinical dysfunction evaluated by the study of myocardial deformity, more commonly using the 2D speckle-tracking technique, presents more sensitive and earlier results, earlier even than the change in the EF. The study of the diastolic function is of utmost importance, as the emergence of heart failure with the EF preserved due to fibrosis and endothelial dysfunction is much more commonly observed. The prevalence of moderate or severe valvar heart disease is rare in the first 10 years, with the preferential involvement being to that of the aortic valve, followed by the mitral valve. The echocardiographic findings range from the discrete thickening and calcification of the valve leaflets to more characteristic findings, such as the thickening and calcification of the mitroaortic curtain, a more significant involvement of the valve leaflets (aortic and anterior leaflets of the mitral valve) without commissural fusion, which enables a differential diagnosis with rheumatic carditis (Figure 1.A). Functionally, the regurgitant lesions (Figure 1.D) are more common; however, after 20 years, an increase in the incidence of valvar stenosis can be observed. Cardiac magnetic resonance Imaging (CMRI) is especially useful in cases in which the echocardiograph window is limited, and the evaluation of the ventricular function is adopted as the gold standard. The use of delayed enhancement by gadolinium injection, T1 map, and the increase in the extracellular volume, allow for the myocardial tissue characterization of the presence of fibrosis. The pericardial thickness, enhancement after contrast, the presence of a stroke, and findings suggestive of constriction in the cine-RM images suggest pericardial involvement. Evaluation of valvar heart lesions is also possible, with a higher precision for regurgitant lesions.

Nuclear medicine (NM) can contribute to relevant information about the function and myocardial perfusion, both at rest and with stress (physical or pharmacological).
The need to use radiation and the possible evaluation of the ventricular function by other methods has limited the use of NM to the study of perfusion, preferentially with $^{99m}$Tl and $^{99m}$Tc. The prevalence of the defects of post-RT myocardial perfusion vary from 1% to 64%, depending on the irradiated ventricular volume, age, post-RT time, and methodology of the perfusion study. The distribution of the changes in the perfusion are not always correlated with obstructive coronary artery disease, often corresponding to changes in microcirculation. When changes in perfusion occur, an association among a deterioration of the ventricular function, the need for myocardial revascularization, and adverse cardiovascular events can be observed.$^{1,2,4}$

As seen above, the identification of coronary calcification in studies performed for the staging of the oncological disease or the planning of RT, provides important information referent to the presence of atherosclerotic disease and the need to control cardiovascular risk factors. The use of CT angiography of the coronary arteries in the post-RT follow-up is still limited. In a study conducted with 31 patients with lymphomas after 24 years of RT treatment, CT angiography identified the presence of coronary disease in 12 patients and in the obstructive form in 3 patients, with only 1 identified in the functional exam used to study ischemia. The best moment for screening and the possibility of benefits in repeating the exam are still under debate. CT angiography appears to present a greater benefit than the isolated study of the calcium score, and the use of CT studies themselves can highlight false negative results.$^{1,2,4}$

Despite the progress of RT techniques, RIHD is still common and can appear many years after the termination of the therapy. The simultaneous involvement of diverse heart structures, the comorbidities, and the limitations for invasive cardiovascular treatment reinforce the need for a rigorous control of cardiovascular risk factors, strategies of cardioprotection during RT, and the use of multimodality imaging (Figure 2) to reach an early diagnosis aimed at improving clinical results.$^{1,2,4,14}$
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Figure 2 – Adapted from the Brazilian Position Statement concerning the Use of Multimodal Imaging in Cardio-Oncology – 2021.7 RT: radiotherapy; TTE: transthoracic echocardiogram; ECG: electrocardiogram; CAD: coronary artery disease; RF: risk factor; QT: chemotherapy; RIHD: Radiation-Induced Heart Disease; CT: computed tomography.
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